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Postmodernism in 
Graphic design



The term postmodern has been used in the visual 
communication world since around 1980s. Many 
people thought post innovation was simply problematic 
contained of a combination of styles, with no proper 
qualities. While some artist used it in many different 
ways.

Postmodernism in Graphic design



Shigeo Fukuda
Victory 1945



Rosmari Tissi 
Direct mail folder for Anton 
Schöb printers



Wolfgang Weingart 
Exhibition poster 1984 



Paula Scher
 
Swatch Watch poster 1985 



Zuzana Licko
 Hypnopaedia typeface 



Tibor Kalman
Colors Magazine



Imaginary Forces
Mad Men title sequence 2007 



My Artwork On Postmodernism 





Postmodernism in Photography



•Postmodern photography is characterized by 
atypical compositions of subjects that are 
unconventional or sometimes completely 
absent, making sympathy with the subject 
difficult or impossible. 



                    “Banal”
•The word “banal” is often used in relation to postmodern 
photography. Banal means “ordinary” or even “boring.” As 
traditional photography focuses on subjects that are 
interesting, unusual, or beautiful, the choice of banal subject 
matter is an obvious one for postmodern photography. Again, 
the idea is to challenge the viewer. The artist asks a question 
or, rather, forces the viewer to ask, if the subject is ordinary or 
boring, whether the image is still a work of art.





           CINDY SHERMAN
•One of the greatest art photographers of the late 20th 
century, the American camera artist Cindy Sherman is famous 
for her focus on the nature of reality, and for raising 
challenging questions concerning the role of women in 
society, the issue of media and culture from a feminist 
perspective, as well as the creation and meaning of art. 
Sherman creates series, usually photographing herself in a 
variety of costumes, make-up and hair-styles







“Picture for Women is a “remake” of Manet’s picture”. Although in terms of 
location both photographs are very different, Wall has mirrored the same 
style of positioning a lady starring into the camera and a man fixed behind 
her on the right hand side of the frame


